






Part B. Safety Questions 

Place the answers to the multiple choice questions here: 

I. 2. 3. 4. 

1. Which safety procedure should a student follow during a dissection?
A. The student should wear gloves and hold the specimen in the palm of his/her hand.
B. The student should cut the specimen while holding it under running water.
C. The student should add additional preservatives to the specimen
D. The cutting motions should always be directed away from the body

2. Chlorophyll can be removed from leaves by boiling them in alcohol, a flammable solvent. In addition to
safety goggles, which is the safest procedure to follow?
A. Use a stopper in the test tube as you heat it.
B. A stoppered test tube of leaves and alcohol should be heated in a beaker of alcohol over an open

flame.
C. A beaker of leaves and alcohol should be heated in a beaker of alcohol over a bunsen burner.
D. A beaker of leaves and alcohol should be placed in a large beaker of water and heated on a hot

_ _,!'
late.

3. An unsafe procedure for heating a nutrient solution in a flask would be to:
A. Heat the solution at the lowest temperature on the hot plate.
B. Stopper the flask tightly to prevent loss by evaporation.
C. Use a hot plate for heating.
D. Stir the solution as it heats.

4. A student noticed that the beaker being used had a crack in it. The beaker was not leaking. What should
the student do?
A. Stop heating the beaker and report the crack to the teacher.
B. Try to fix the crack with some glue.
C. Continue heating the beaker.

5. The following pictures show students working in a lab. Using full sentences, descnoe one safety
violation in each setting: ( do not use the same violation twice )

Setting A Setting B 



Part C. Measurement Review 

I. Measuring Length

The metric ruler is used in the laboratory to measure length. The most common units used to measure length are 
the centimeter (cm) and millimeter (mm). 

The worm below measures 9.0 cm or 90 mm. 

1 2 3 

metric !cm) 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Below are 4 dr!ffi'in� of metric rulers. Write the-length of each object in cm and mm in the space provided. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
metric fem) 

2 3 4 5 6 7  
mehlc {cm) 

2 3 4 5 6 7  
mehic tern) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
rneblc (cm) 

c .. _____ _ d .. ____ _ 

***DID YOU INCLUDE UNITS WITH YOUR NUMERICAL ANSWERS?! 

II. Measuring Temperature

A Celsius thermometer is used to measure temperature. Note the following on the Celsius scale : 
o0 t freezing point of water 
too0 C. boiling point .of water 
23•C. body temperature 

Below are 6 drawings of a Celsius thermometer. Write the temperatures shown in each thennometer. 

5 so 0 

45 

10 
80 

0 45 -5 

40 

5 
75 

-5 40 •10 

35 
70 

-10 35 -20

a .. ___ _ b. C. d. e. f_ 

***DID YOU INCLUDE UNITS WITH YOUR NUMERICAL ANSWERS?! 





Part D. Identifying Lab Equipment 

I. Identify the lab equipment pictured below using the word bank provided. Place the name of the equipment
on the line provided m each box.

a. b. C. d. 

� 
� 

e. f. h. 

i. k. I. 

II. On the !me provided, name the piece oflaboratory equipment you would use to perform each of the following
tasks.

___________ a. measure length 

____________ b. observe a cell 

____________ c. dissect a frog 

___________ d. holds liquids 

___________ g. measure volume 

___________ h. measure temperature 

___________ i. pick up an earthworm 

___________ j. protect your eyes 

____________ e. pick up a beaker ___________ k. place water on a slide 

____________ f. heat a test tube ___________ I. wash out a test tube 

WORD BANK: These words can be used for both sections I and II. Words may be used more than once. 

test tube holder 

beaker tongs 

microscope 

forceps/tweezers 

graduated cylinder 

eye dropper 

tweezers 

test tube brush 

dissecting needle 

bunsen burner 

ruler 

flask 

goggles 

thermometer 

beaker 

scalpel 

beaker tongs 



Part E. Data Tables and Graphs 

The data table below shows the average amount of grin in bushels per acre produced by a fann each year from 1979 
to 1985. The table also shows the amount ofrainfall received d uring the early growing season of each year. 

Data Table 
Year Amount of Rain Bushels of Grain 

(inches) per Acre 

1979 13 60 

1980 7 50 

1981. 10 65 

1982 9 60 

1983 11 70 

1984 15 20 

1985 12 65 

Rearrange the above data table by completing both columns of the data table provided, so that the values o f
Amount of Rain ( inches) are increasing from the top of the table to the bottom. 

Data Table 

Amount of Rain Bushels of Grain per Acre 
(inches) I. Identify the independent variable.

2. Which axis does the indep. variable
goon?

3. Identify the dependent variable.

4. Which axis does the depend. variable
goon?

Using the informa tion in the data table above, construct a line graph below. 
- Label each axis: Includ e units.
- Mark an appropriate scale for each axis.
- Surround each point with a circle.
- Connect the points
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